
STREET SCENE EQUIPMENT,INC. 950-70197

365 McCormick Avenue 2007
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 GMC SIERRA

    Phone (714) 426-0590   Fax (714) 426-0591 WIPER COWL
FIBERGLASS

INSTALLATION    INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See special instructions for paint Prep. ) Parts that have been 

installed, prepped, or painted are not returnable.

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1        Wiper Cowl 1     Instruction Sheet 1      Fiberglass Paint Prep Sheet
1  Street Scene Decal 4                   Phillips Washer Head Screws # 71834

6 FT.       3/4" Wide Two Sided Tape 6       3/4" Long Clips # 71098

TOOL LIST
         Drill Motor, 5/32" Drill Bit, 15 MM Wrench, Phillips Screwdriver, Alcohol, Weatherstrip Adhesive

 1.   Remove antenna from vehicle.

 2.   Open hood and mark location to hood hinge.

 3.   Remove bolts and remove hood. Disconnect any light or ground wires prior.

 4.   Flip up the wiper arms and disconnect the washer hoses.

 5.   Flip up the black plastic ends on the wiper arms and remove the 15MM nuts to remove wiper arms.

 6.   Remove the right and left ends caps on the OEM cowl by pulling up to unfasten.

 7.   Remove the screws that are now exposed. Remove all screws securing the cowl to body. 

 8.   Remove the metal push on fasteners on the OEM cowl at firewall and remove cowl.

 9.   Remove the hood seal on the front end of the OEM cowl.

10.  Clean the back side with alcohol and install the two sided tape supplied. DO NOT remove the backing at
       this time.

11.  Remove the windshield seal on the front side of the OEM wiper cowl.

12.  Using a weatherstrip adhesive, install the seal to the Street Scene wiper cowl. Let dry.

13.  Set the wiper cowl on body making sure the washer hoses are installed into the holes on cowl. Install
       antenna to locate.

14.  Clip the front side to firewall using the two clips removed in step 8. Install the six extra metal clips
       supplied. NOTE: clips will differ in appearance but will perform the same.

15.  Drill a hole through the right and left leg of cowl ( the part that drops down to the outside of hinge.) into
       the sheet metal. Secure with screws provided.

16.  Drill one more hole on each end of cowl into sheet metal just above and between the two bolts on the 
       fender support bracket. Secure with remaining screws.

17.  Remove the red backing on the two sided tape and install the rubber hood seal to cowl.

18.  Install hood, wiper arms, and attach washer hoses to arms.
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